ALL DAY
GAMING COMPETITION:
ALTERNATING SMASH BROTHERS & OVERWATCH
Location: East Hall
Participate in brackets of Smash Brothers or Overwatch
Prizes will be given to winners on Sunday. Prizes Sponsored by Micron and Crucial.com
ALL DAY
TABLETOP GAMES:
Location: Home Federal Room
4:00PM—6:00PM: TMNT
6:00PM—7:00PM: DC Deck Builder Qualifier
8:00PM—8:30PM: Sushi Go Party
11:30AM—12:30PM
BREAKING INTO VOICE ACTING
Location: Casler Presenter: Tangl
Being a Voice Actor is a great job, but how do you do it when you don't have connections? This class will help you learn
how to practice, record at home, and submit your work, plus different venues for getting auditions.
12:00PM—1:00PM
WORLD BUILDING IN FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION
Location: Garden Presenter: Devri
World Building is an important part of any story. Put the grocery store on the wrong corner in nowheresville and somebody will let you know. But when it comes to writing fantasy and science fiction, creating your own world is more than just
proper research. In this class you will learn how things like species, social classes, topography, religion, government and a
full history can add depth and richness to your story. Learn how to use the world itself to hurtle your plot forward with
breathtaking intensity. And learn why so many of the limitations we feel as authors, exist only in our own minds.
12:30PM—1:30PM
OPEN
Location: Theater
Saved Space
1:00PM—2:00PM
COSTUME BASICS
Location: Casler Presenter: The Reveal
Saved Space
1:30PM—2:30PM
ARMOR BUILDING 101
Location: Garden Presenting: Zabracus
Armor building basics and tricks for beginners and intermediates! Learn the basics of the differences between what materials to use, how to use them, and the tools you'll need. This presentation will focus primarily on Worbla, Wonderflex, and
foam.
2:00PM—3:00PM
Q&A: PARIS WARNER
Location: Theater
Paris Warner is the actress who is best known for her role as Lane Speer in the LDS film, Once I was a Beehive and more.

2:30PM—3:30PM
STORYTELLING IN COMICS
Location: Casler Presenting: Adrian Ropp
Advice from a Writer/Artist
3:00PM—4:00PM
KEITH TUCKER 80’S AND 90’S CARTOON EXPERIENCES
Location: Garden Presenting: Keith Tucker
Stories about Keith Tucker 80's and 90's Cartoon Experiences

3:30PM—4:30PM
Q&A: STRANGER THINGS WITH RANDY HAVENS & PEYTON WICH
Location: Theater
Ask them anything about Stranger Things, the upside down and more
4:00PM—5:00PM
BASICS TO CHARACTER DESIGN
Location: Casler Presenting: John “JT” Millstead
Ever wonder how your favorite caped crusaders or wild land adventurers received their signature look? It so happens that
there is a reason for most character design choices, from capes to claws and beyond! Join this panel to get an inside look
at character design in the world of sci-fi, comic books, video games and more! Get a first hand look at a new character
being created from the beginning.
4:30PM—5:30PM
COSPLAY DEVELOPEMENT
Location: Garden Presenter: Zabracus
Want to build a cosplay but don't have any idea where to begin? Or have you begun a cosplay and don't know what to do
next? This panel will provide you with information to get you through every step of your cosplay progress, from beginning
to end. From conception to reality, learn how to bring a character to life.
5:00PM—6:00PM
103.5 KISS FM
Location: Theater
Save Space

5:30PM—6:30PM
COMIC ART TIPS
Location: Casler Presenter: Steve Willhite
Do you draw comics? Do you want to take your artwork to the next level?
This panel will show you many of the little things to do OR not to do when creating professional comic book art.
6:00PM—7:00PM
OPEN
Location: Garden Presenter:
Saved Space
6:30PM
ADULT COSTUME CONTEST
Location: Theater
Watch contestants compete to win in each category; Novice, Journeyman and Master and then Overall. Each costumer is
either made or modified by the contestant. Sponsored by The Reveal
6:30PM—7:30PM
WRESTLE CLUB
Location: North-West Sidewalk
1st ever; 2 Out of 3 Falls Match between The Lost Soul Garibai and Theodoric from Pride of Olympus! These two had one
of the best matches last year at CenturyLink Arena that ended in a draw. This year the winner will face the Heavyweight
Champion on July 9th!
7:00PM—8:00PM
TEN STEPS TO OVERNIGHT SUCCESS AS AN ARTIST
Location: Casler Presenting: Michaelbrent Collings
International bestseller and produced screenwriter Michaelbrent Collings talks about how to make it in the creative field,
and what ten things will help you most!
7:30PM—8:30PM
STOP APOLOGIZING TO YOUR READERS
Location: Garden
Apologize?? I’m sure you’re thinking, “I don’t do that!” Odds are, you do. Ever felt the need to explain why your villain is as
evil as you say? How the world you built came to be? Why it is in fact feasible that dragons can breath in space…roll with
me here. Or maybe that dragons are there at all? (Read Game of Thrones? Ever seen George explain why white walkers
and dragons exist in an otherwise average world? Nope.) Have you argued with a reader or editor that the thirty pages of
back story are, in fact, necessary to your story? Ever debated with a reader because they just didn’t “get” you? If yes, you
are guilty of the dreaded, “apology”. Come learn what it is, why it kills both your story and your readers enjoyment, and
how to stop doing it!

GAMING COMPETITION:
ALTERNATING SMASH BROTHERS & OVERWATCH
Location: East Hall
Participate in brackets of Smash Brothers or Overwatch
ALL DAY
TABLETOP GAMES:
Location: Home Federal Room
11:00AM—12:30PM: DC Deck Builder Qualifier
3:00PM—5:00PM: Catan
4:30PM—7:00PM: Marvel Leg
6:00PM—7:00PM: Wits and Wagers
8:00PM—9:00PM: Code Names
9:30AM—10:30AM
Q&A: TODD BRIDGES
Location: Theater
Beginning in the late 1970s, the talented actor became a teen idol as Gary Coleman's older and street-smart brother on
the hit comedy, "Diff'rent Strokes" (1978-1986), even inspiring one of the medium's most iconic catchphrases: "Whatchoo
talkin' 'bout Willis?" A highly sought after TV celebrity, appearing on popular programs like "The Facts of Life" (1979-1988)
and "The Love Boat" (1977-1986). "Diff'rent Strokes" enjoyed high ratings during its eight-year run. More recently seen as
Monk on Everybody Hates Chris (2007-2009)
10:00AM—11:00AM
MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR CLOSET
Location: Casler Presenter: Tangl
Most of us don't have infinite closet space. There comes a time when you have to sacrifice a place to sleep and eat and
park in order to have room for your costumes. This class will help you learn how to consolidate and what to do with the
props taking over your life.
10:30AM—11:30AM
CHILD COSTUME CONTEST
Location: Garden
Two categories: Ages 5-12 for children who want to show off their costume, store bought ok
Ages 12-17 for children and teens who are budding cosplayers, store bought ok, but unique style, originality and creativity
is encouraged. Sponsored by SYKES
11:00AM—12:00PM
Q&A: RICK COSNETT
Location: Theater
Rick Cosnett starred as Eddie Thawne, a handsome detective who was dating Iris West (Candice Patton), on The CW’s hit
series, The Flash (2014-2017). He is also familiar to audiences from his role on The Vampire Diaries (2013-2014) as Dr. Wes
Maxfield, a professor at Whitmore College who was obsessed with conducting his research on vampires.
11:30AM—12:30PM
THE ART OF VISUAL STORY TELLING
Location: Casler Presenter: Bob McLeod
Rules on how to draw good comics, using examples from his own work.
12:00PM—1:00PM
FANTASY BOFFER COMBAT AND ROLEPLAY
Location: Garden Presenter: Amtgard
Join us at our panel discussion on an international LARP called Amtgard. Your local Boise chapter will explain how to play,
how to join, and how to become apart of a grand fantasy adventure! Amtgard is not just for people who like to fight. Join
us for a more in depth discussion on LARP as a sport and creative outlet, focusing on the inclusiveness of our game to all
people.
12:30PM—1:30PM
BRAIN INTERFACE AND DRONE PRESENTATION
Location: Theater Presenter: Jim McKeeth
interfacing the brain directly with computers and showing how to fly a quadcopter drone using only your thoughts.
1:00PM—2:00PM
EMBELISHING HATS
Location: Casler Presenter: The Reveal
Workshop: Learn to embellish hats, limited space: First 20 people

1:30PM—2:30PM
DISNEY INFINITY AND BEYOND
Location: Garden Presenter: Adrian Ropp
Q & A with a Disney Artist
2:00PM—3:00PM
Q&A: ALY MICHALKA
Location: Theater
Aly Michalka has appeared in films such as Easy A (2010), Bandslam (2009), Sequoia (2014) and Weepah Way for Now
(2015), among others. Her television credits include iZombie (2015-2016), Hellcats (2010-2011), Two and a Half Men (2013
-2014) and Phil of the Future (2004-2006).
2:00PM—3:15PM
WRESTLE CLUB
Location: North West Sidewalk
Tag Team Champions Project Mayhem - WC (Brad Zane Damien Black) defend their titles against Pride of Olympus and
Lost Cult (Lost Soul Garibai The lost prince" Ric Knight) in a 3 Man Tag Elimination Match!
2:30AM—3:30PM
CHILD ACTORS
Location: Casler Presenter: ReelGuru.com
Have you always that that your child is a natural actor? Does your child bug you daily, wanting to be on a Disney show?
Catrine McGregor, founder of ReelGuru.com, will give you a no-holds barred presentation about the pros and cons, scams
to watch out for, and the emotional and actual costs of your child becoming an actor. The presentation will end with a
Q&A - don't miss the opportunity of getting real answers from a 40+ year film and TV producer and casting director.

3:00PM—4:00PM
LOKI’S MYSTERY IMPROV
Location: Garden Presenter: Treasure Valley Avengers
All six Infinity Stones are hidden at Treasure Valley Comic Con. Loki has arrived to claim them for himself! Loki will stop at
nothing to get them all and rule the Universe. S.H.I.E.L.D. , along with The Avengers and The Guardians of the Galaxy, are
asking for your help to protect the stones! Loki has once again, stolen the Mind Stone and is controlling one of the superheroes! If he is not stopped, all is lost.
Who is Loki controlling? What lengths will he go to get all of the stones? Where did Spiderman leave his pants?
All of these questions and more will be answered in this hilarious Murder Mystery with a Marvel Twist!
3:30PM—4:30PM
COOPER ANDREWS
Location: Theater
Besides being in The Walking Dead (2016-2017) he is also known for Halt and Catch Fire (2014-2016), and the upcoming
action thriller Den of Thieves (2018). Other popular works include TV Series Hawaii Five-O (2016) and Limitless (2015).
4:00PM—5:00PM
HUMOR AND HORROR: ONE SIDE OF THE SAME COIN
Location: Casler Presenter: Michaelbrent Collings
Come laugh – and maybe scream – as international bestseller Michaelbrent Collings teaches some of the concepts behind
horror and humor… and why they are basically the same thing.
4:30PM—5:30PM
SO YOU WANT TO LIGHTNING BOLT, LIGHTNING BOLT, LIGHTNING BOLT
Location: Garden Presenter: Amtgard
Join us for an more in depth explanation and discussion of class mechanics and combat for the LARP game Amtgard. Maybe you want to be an Assassin? Maybe a warrior? We've got several classes to choose from! Come meet our guild masters
as they explain each class from Barbarian to Wizard!
5:00PM
SMOTHERED
Location: Theater
Join us in the theater and watch the 2016 horror film Smothered! Five horror icons ditch an unprofitable autograph signing
convention to earn some extra cash haunting an RV park, Lured by the promise of $1,000 a piece for what should be relatively easy work, the group arrives at the park but soon discovers that there is more to the job than they had initially been
led to believe and that their own lives are at risk and find themselves being haunted instead.
After the movie, stay for a Q&A with a SURPRISE STAR from the movie! Who will it be? Will it be Kane Hodder, Bill Moseley, R. A. Mihailoff, Malcolm Danare, or Don Shanks? All horror icons, and one of them will be here, ready to answer your
questions!

5:30PM—6:30PM
WORKING WITH WIGS 101
Location: Casler Presenter: Zabracus
Learn the basics of wig styling and upkeep to add the finishing touch to your cosplay. This presentation will cover the basics of wig tools, types of wigs, where to buy wigs, spiking wigs, curling wigs, and more!
6:00PM—7:00PM
SCREENWRITING 101
Location: Garden Presenter: Michaelbrent Collings
Produced screenwriter and WGA member Michaelbrent Collings teaches a primer on screenwriting, including a Q&A.
7:00PM—8:00PM
BRICK SCHTICK
Location: Casler Presenter: Treasure Valley Avengers
The comic universe and LEGO have long been connected. There will be a large display of incredible creations by members
of the Idaho LEGO Users Group (ILUG) at the show, but what is the story behind this art form? Members of the ILUG will
show and tell about building techniques, themes, and show you the world of Adult Fans of LEGO (AFOLs).

GAMING COMPETITION:
ALTERNATING SMASH BROTHERS & OVERWATCH
Location: East Hall
Participate in brackets of Smash Brothers or Overwatch
ALL DAY
TABLETOP GAMES:
Location: Home Federal Room
12:00PM—2:00PM: DC Championship
9:30AM—10:30AM
Q&A: TODD HABERKORN
Location: Theater
Well known for his role as Death the Kid in Soul Eater (2008-2009), Natsu Dragneel/Natsu in Fairy Tail (2009-2014) and Mr.
Spock in Star Trek Continues (2013-2017).
10:00AM—11:00AM
WRITING AND PUBLISHING
Location: Casler Presenter: Tangl
Self-publish or go the traditional route? Short Stories or novels? Where do I get cover art? What the heck is kerning and
why should I care about it? Do I really need an editor? What do I do about reviews? All this is covered in this panel.
10:30AM—11:30AM
LARP COMBAT DEMONSTRATION: WELCOME TO THE BARONY OF THE RUSTY GAUNTLET
Location: Garden
It's time to take what we've learned about each class, put on a sash, and fight for our right to party! Join us and play the
game in our demonstration. All who participate are required to sign a waiver and any minors must have a legal guardian
present to sign the waiver for them to participate. Let the games begin!
11:00AM—12:00PM
Q&A: APRIL MATSON
Location: Theater
Best known for her role as Lori Trager in the ABC Family cable television network series, Kyle XY (2006), which also aired
on the ABC broadcast network. Prior to that she played Penny Chase on the Fox network television series, Quintuplets
(2004), alongside Andy Richter and in the film short, Forsaken (2005).
11:30AM—12:30PM
BASIC CARTOONING
Location: Casler Presenter: Steve Willhite
If you want to turn the world around you into silly little drawings then this is the panel for you.
We will go over breaking things down into simple recognizable shapes and add that spark of life to them.
12:00PM—1:00PM
HOW I GOT HERE
Location: Garden Presenter: Mat Nastos
In this fan-pleasing panel, writer/artist/director Mat Nastos opens up about his nearly 25 year career in the entertainment
industry, discussing his time in the 90s with Roger Corman, working on shows like Farscape, Highlander, Babylon 5, Emperor's New School, Liv & Maddie and Phineas & Ferb, movies like Time Cop, Escape From LA, Anastasia, the up coming Disney blockbuster, Moana, and when he met the Rock. If you've ever wanted a insider's view on the pop culture you consume, this is it. Sarcastic, witty, and often self-deprecating, this is one panel film, tv, and comics fans will not want to miss.
12:30PM—1:30PM
Q&A: EMMA KENNEY
Location: Theater
Best known for her role in Shameless (2011-2016) and as the voice of Marigold Girl in Epic (2013), Emma in Bittersweet
(2008).
1:00PM—2:00PM
BUILDING YOUR DREAM COSPLAY
Location: Casler Presenter: Tangl
A lot of people get caught up in their particular medium. If you are used to working in pepkura, you always think in terms
of pepkura. If someone wants to make a giant weapon, a carpenter will always recommend wood. Seamstresses and tailors think in terms of fabric first. But what if we combined our skill sets to give the best of all worlds? Let's find out! Bring
pictures of your dream cosplay and what you want to figure out and let our experts give it a shot!

1:00PM—2:15PM
WRESTLE CLUB
Location: North West Sidewalk
Who will face the Heavyweight Champion Marcus "King" Anderson in our Main Event? Will it be the Lost Soul Garibai or
Theodoric? Find out July 7th as the winner of Garibai vs. Theodoric will determine the #1 Contender for Sunday against the
King.
1:30PM—2:30PM
LOKI’S MYSTERY IMPROV
Location: Garden Presenter: Treasure Valley Avengers
All six Infinity Stones are hidden at Treasure Valley Comic Con. Loki has arrived to claim them for himself! Loki will stop at
nothing to get them all and rule the Universe. S.H.I.E.L.D. , along with The Avengers and The Guardians of the Galaxy, are
asking for your help to protect the stones! Loki has once again, stolen the Mind Stone and is controlling one of the superheroes! If he is not stopped, all is lost.
Who is Loki controlling? What lengths will he go to get all of the stones? Where did Spiderman leave his pants?
All of these questions and more will be answered in this hilarious Murder Mystery with a Marvel Twist!
2:00PM—3:00PM
Q&A: MARGOT KIDDER
Location: Theater
Best known as Superman’s favorite human in her lead female role as Lois Lane in the original Superman movie franchise
(1978–1987). After the success of "Superman" she took on more intense roles, such as The Amityville Horror (1979) and
Willie & Phil (1980).
2:00PM—3:15PM
WRESTLE CLUB
Location: North West Sidewalk
Tag Team Champions Project Mayhem - WC (Brad Zane Damien Black) defend their titles against Pride of Olympus and
Lost Cult (Lost Soul Garibai The lost prince" Ric Knight) in a 3 Man Tag Elimination Match!
2:30AM—3:30PM
COLORS IN COMIC BOOK ART
Location: Casler Presenter: John “JT” Millstead
Comic books and dramatic use of colors go hand in hand. At this panel, take an inside look at the use of color in comic
book panels, character costumes, and storytelling through color choices! Explore the full power of the color spectrum in
the world of comics.
3:00PM—4:00PM
Q&A: CHARLIE BAKER
Location: Theater
To fans across the world, Charles Baker is known as ‘Skinny Pete,’ on the hit AMC show Breaking Bad (2008-2013).
3:00PM—4:00PM
GAMING COMPETITION AWARD CEREMONY
Location: Garden
Award Ceremony for the winners of the Smash Brothers and Overwatch Gaming Competions

